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Abstract 
We investigate he “mathematical” strength of the theory IS:. In particular we prove the 
quadratic reciprocity law and Bertrand’s postulate, using fragments ofIS: which employ some 
well-known umber-theoretic functions. 
0. Introduction 
We recall that Z&g is the class of predicates defined by Grzegorczyk, i.e. whose 
characteristic functions are in the class 62 (for a definition of this class see e.g. [7]). 
Z&z is the fragment of PA in which we allow induction on (a suitable representation 
of) the 8: predicates. That is, we introduce a new function symbol f for each g2 
function, add a “defining” axiom for each new function symbol and allow induction 
on bounded formulas involving the new function symbols. 
IS: is one of the weakest subtheories of Ido + exp in which one can formalize most 
of the combinatorial arguments used to prove classical results of number theory (see 
more in [4]). Clearly, Ido E Z&i, but we do not know whether equality holds. In fact, 
we know very little about the mathematical strength of Ido. So it is interesting to 
study those subtheories of Z&i which are obtained by extending Ido by a suitable 
combinatorial principle or by some suitable number-theoretic functions (plus defining 
axioms). 
In this direction, Woods showed (see [7]) that Zdo plus a version of the pigeonhole 
principle for do functions proves Bertrand’s postulate (even Sylvester’s theorem, i.e. 
that for any 1 < x d y some number among y + 1, . . . ,y + x has a prime divisor 
p > x). In the same vein, Berarducci and Intrigila [l] studied two combinatorial 
principles provable in Z&F:, the pigeonhole principle and the “equipartition principle”, 
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and showed, among other things, that I& plus the do-equipa~ition principle proves 
the so-called “complementary conditions”, which supplement he quadratic recipro- 
city law. 
Continuing the work of these authors, we prove, in Section 2, the quadratic 
reciprocity law in 18: and, in Section 3, Bertrand’s postulate (and consequently the 
existence of arbitrarily large primes) in Z&(X, K), where Id&, K) denotes Id,, with 
induction allowed on bounded formulas involving just two new function symbols rr, K 
(associated with the well-known number-theoretic functions n(x) = number of primes 
< x, and K(x) = C n 8 X log n) plus defining axioms for rr, K. 
1. Preliminaries 
We start with some terminology and facts concerning IS: (see also [l] or [7]). 
Definition 1. Let LA@‘) be the usual first-order language of arithmetic to which 
a function symbol for every f E 6* has been added. 
(i) For p a formula of LA(g2), we say rp is 8: iff it is bounded. 
(ii) For any set A defined by an Bi formula, the census function cR of A is defined by 
CA(O) = 0, 
Fact 1.1. For any b,2-definable set A, 16”: proves that cA has nice properties, e.g. 
(a) tfxvy(x G Y +c.&x) 6 G(Y)), 
(b) Vx~y(c~(x) < cJy) --) 3z(z E A AX 6 z < y)). 
Theorem 1.2. 18: E PHP&‘:, where PHP&$ denotes the pigeonhole principle for cY’~- 
dejnable functions. 
A consequence of this is that in ZS: we have a good notion of cardinality. 
Corollary 1.3. Let M k Z&z. Then for every bounded b:-definable A C_ M there exist 
a unique n E M, denoted by card(A), and an ~~-de~nable bijection between A and 
(x E M: M k x < n]. Moreov~,~r every A as befire, card(A) = czar any upper 
bound m of A. 
The next result was proved in [l]. 
Theorem 1.4. Ze?‘: proves the “complementary conditions”, i.e. that for any odd prime p, 
= ( _ l)(P-l)/z and 
0 
f = ( _ f)WW, 
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where (-) is Legendre’s symbol, i.e. for an odd prime p and any number a not divisible by p, 
a 
0 i 
1 if a is a quadratic residue of p, 
P 
= 
- 1 if a is a quadratic nonresidue of p. 
Now we turn to the definition and properties of Woods’ approximate logarithm 
function, which will be used in Section 3. The definition is possible by the following 
result about coding sequences. 
Theorem 1.5 (Woods [7, Lemma 4.21 or Paris et al. [S, Theorem lo]). Let M b IA,. 
Then in M we can talk in a A,, way about the sum of the terms of any bounded and 
A,-definable sequence whose length is 6 [log, a]” for some a E M, n E N. 
Now fix M b Ido, a E M - (0, 1,2}, n E N - {O}. Clearly, we may talk about ra- 
tionals in the sense of M. 
Definition 2. Let k E M such that 2k-’ < [log, a]” 6 2k and h = 1/2k. 
(i) For x E Q(M), 1 < x < 4 , define 
logf(x) = 
1 
1 <j<[(x-1)/h] (1 + jh)h h2’ 1
(ii) For x E Q(M), 1 < x, define 
log*(x) = [log, x] log+2 + log+ (x/2t’0g,Xr). 
(Note that we can talk about the sums above by the previous theorem). 
Notation. For terms t, r, s, we write “t = r + O(s)” instead of “there is a constant c E N 
such that 1 t - r 1 d cs”. 
One can easily prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.6 (Woods [7, Lemma 4.1)]. For any x, y f Q(M ), 1 d x, y, 
log*(xy) = log* x + log* y + O(h). 
At first sight, it appears that it is not possible to talk about sums like C 1 ~ i ~ x log* i; 
a closer look shows this can be done, since log* is a “step” function. 
Definition 3 (Woods [7, pp. 26, 271). Let x E Q(M) and vr, . . . , od a list of the points 
v < x at which log*(v + 1) > log* v. By inspecting the values of log*i for 1 Q i Q x, 
one sees that v 1, . . . , ud is do-definable and d < 2 [log, a]“( [log, x] + 1). Hence, by 
Theorem 1.5, we may define 
1 log* i = 1 (L’j - Vj- 1) log* Vj +  (X - Vd) log* X, 
1siG.x 1 cjcd 
where we set v,, = 0. 
We finish this section with the following proposition. 
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Proposition 1.7 (Woods [7, Lemma 4.31). For all x E Q(M), x 2 K2, 
c 10g*i=x10g*x-x+0(x[10g,x]h). 
1 Gigx 
2. The quadratic reciprocity law 
Our aim in this section is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Z&i t- “For any odd primes p, q, p > q: 
P 4 00 4 i = ( _ l)fP_ I)@- 1)/4” 
The basic idea is to follow the arguments in [3]. We start by defining g2 functions 
by means of which we will be able to talk about arbitrary products modulo p and 
“associates” modulo p (see [3, p. 673). 
Definition. (1) For any 8” function f, 8: predicate q and parameters n, p, 
w(n, p;f, 91 = 
fl f(4P 
> 
if O<n<pA30<z<n &z), 
0 <z 4 n&S&t 
otherwise, 
where rem(x,p) is the remainder of x upon division by p. 
(2) For any parameters a,p, 
ass (x, a, p) = 
min(O<z<p: xz=umodp) if O<x<p~IO<z<p (xz=amodp), 
0 otherwise. 
Remarks. (i) By (l), exponentiation and factorial modulo p are definable in I&‘:. 
(ii) To improve the readability of the paper, we will write rl[, < z ~ n, s(sj f(z) instead 
of pro(n, p; f, 9) (p will always be clear from the context). 
In the next three lemmas we show that, in 18’5, pro and ass have their usual 
properties. 
Lemma 2.2. IEP: proves that for any odd prime p and 0 < a < p: 
(i) ass{ ,a,~) is a permutation offl,...,p - 11, 
(ii) ass(ass(x, a, p),u, p) = x, for all 0 < x < p. 
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Proof. Work in Z&z. Given an arbitrary 0 < x < p, define gJn) = nx modp. Then 
9x: (1, ..*, P - I>+ 11 ,...,p- l}andisl-l.S’ mce gX is b*, by Theorem 1.2, gX is onto 
{l,...,p-1). Hence there exists O<z<p such that xz=amodp. So 
ass( ,a,~): (1 , . . . . p - 1) -+ (1, . . . . p - 1). Al so ass( , a, p) is l-l and hence onto. That 
ass(ass(x, a ~), a,p) = x follows from the definition of ass. 0 
Remarks 2.3. Let p 2 2, p a prime, and 0 < a < p. 
(i) If(u/p)= -l,thenass(x,u,p)#xforalll<xdp-1. 
(ii) If (u/p) = 1, then for some 0 < x0 -C p: 
(4 ass(xo7 4 P) = x0, 
(b) ass(p - x0, a, p) = p - x0 and 
(c) forallO<x<p,ifx#xoandx#p-xo,thenass(x,u,p)#x. 
Lemma 2.4. For any integer n, ~9’: formulas ql, . . . , pn and d2 functions f, g, h, I&z 
proves that for any prime p, the following holds. 
(9 If PinPj =0f oruny 1 <i,j<n,i#j, thenforull 1 <m<p- 1, 
rI f(z) = n f(z)... 
O<z~m,rp,(z)v~--“rp.(z) O<z~m,q,(z) ,<,Z! q(Z,f(z)modp* . 1” 
(ii) If h is a permutation of { 1,. . . ,p - l}, then 
n f(z) = n (h h)(z) mod P, 
o<z<p-1,dZJ O<z$p-l,qT*(r) 
where q*(z) is the 8: formula 30 < y 6 p - 1 (y = h(z) A p(y)). 
(iii) Forull 1 <y<p-1, 
o<.c m(Z,f(z). ” 
g(z) = n (f.g)(z)modp. 
. * O<Z<Y.(D(Z) O<Z~Y,Q(Z) 
(iv) If, for all 1 < y 6 p - 1, f(y) = g(y) modp, then, for all 1 < y d p - 1, 
n f(z) = n g(z) modp. 
O<Z<Y.dZ) o<z4y,pm 
Proof. (i) We use induction on m to prove that for all 1 < m < p - 1, 
n f(z) = n f(z)... 
O<zim,(p,(z)v . ..vrp.(z) O<z G m.Co,(z) .<,<r! v(Z,f(z)modp. . .I 
(ii) By induction on 1 < m < p - 1 we show that 
I-J f(z) = n (fmoh)(z)modp, 
O<z$m,pW o<z<p-l,rp*(z) 
where fm is defined by fn(z) = f (z), if 1 < z < m and fm = 1, otherwise. 
(iii) and (iv) By induction on y. 0 
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Lemma 2.5. For any Sf formula q and &2 jiunctionf, I&i proves that for any prime p, if 
{f(z):1~zz~-l}c{1,... ,p - l}, then,for all 1 6 y ES p - 1, 
,<,F I (P -f)(z) = ( - 1)” . . *<.tj ~(~,f(z)modp~  . 
where m = card{1 < n 6 y: q(n)). 
Proof. Working in I&:, let A = (1 < n < y: q(n)). By induction on 1 ,< m < y we can 
show that 
ocz g c(r) (P -f)(z) = ( - 1J-+ l) o<z g p(i)f(z) m*dp. q . . ._ I 
The following lemma corresponds to Theorem 100 of [3], which concerns two 
different ways of counting up the number of lattice points in the rectangle defined by 
the axes and the lines x = (p - 1)/2, y = (q - 1)/2 ( counting the points on these lines 
but not those on the axes); of course, we have to replace the geometric argument in [3] 
by an inductive argument. 
Lemmla 2.6. IS: F “For uny odd primes p, q, 
Proof. First note that for m < [p/q] we have [mq/p] = 0. 
We show by induction that for all [p/q] + 1 < m < [p/2], 
c C’=C z: 1. 
1 G i 6 m I Q k < &/PI 16&6tmq/pl fpklql+l di<m 
The case m = [p/q] + 1 is clear. Now assume (* ) holds for m < [p/2]. Then 
1 <i&m+1 1 Skbfiq/p] 1 $ i .s m 1 sz k 6 [iq/pl 
1 G k 4 Imqlpl fpklql + 1 6 i 4 m 
Case 1: [mq/p] = [(m + l)q/p]. Then 
(*I 
1 < i?m + 1 1 c k:[iqjp] ’ = ’ c l+ c 1 . . 1G k $ [OFI + l&/p] [pklql f 1 < i C m 1~k~~(~+ikl~l 
= 
c c 1. 
l<k<[(m+l)q/pl [pklql+l<i<m+l 
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Case 2: [mq/p] + 1 = [(m + l)q/p]. Then mq/p < [mq/p + 11 < (m + l)q/p so that 
[p( [mq/p] + 1)/q] = m and hence 
c c 
1 $ k 4 [Cm+ l)q/pl [pk/ql+ 1 < i f m + 1 ‘) = 1 SkFifnq:p] (Ipk,q]tFli_c.I + I) 
So the induction is 
CCPI214/Pl = Cd21: 
+ c 1 
1 +[p[(m+ l)q/pI/qI C i 4 m+ 1 
= 1 1 l+ 1 l+l 
1 Q i G m 1 < k d [iq/p] 1 $ k 6 [mqlpl 
(by induction hypothesis) 
=c c l+ c 1 
1 < i 6 m 1 G k $ [iq/p] 1 <k<[On+l)q/pl 
=I Cl. 
1 Qi$m+l lSkC[iq/p] 
complete. Letting m = [p/2], we obtain from ( *), noting that 
c Cl=C c 1 
1 <is<[p/ql lckc[iqlpl 1 G k i [q/21 tpklql+ 1 Q i Q [p/21 
Hence 
A crucial result for the proof of Theorem 2.1 is Gauss’s lemma, 
quence of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. Id’,’ I- “For any odd prime p and a not divisible by p, 
which is a conse- 
(p _ I)! = _ !! a(P-1)/2 modp”. 
0 P 
Proof. Work in I&f, given an odd prime p and some a not divisible by p. Clearly, we 
may assume a < p. We have to show that 
I-I 
o~xsp-l,rp(x) 
utp- w2 mod p, 
where p is any tautology. 
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Case 1: (a/p) = 1, i.e. there exists 0 < x0 < p such that xi = a mod p. 
Let q(x) be x = x and al(x), am, q3(x) be the predicates ass(x, a,p) = x, 
ass(x, a, p) < x, ass(x, a, p) > x, respectively. By Lemma 2.4(i), 
n x= l-I x’ l-I x’ l-I xmodp. (*) 
O~x~p-l,rp(x) o~x$p-l,c,cx) o~x~p-l,~~(x) O<x$p-l,v3(x) 
But, by Lemma 2.4(ii), 
l-I x= I-l Wx, a, P) mod P, 
o<x4p-l.9~p,(x) 0<x~p-1,$9.~x) 
where q4 is the predicate ass(ass(x, a,p),a, p) < ass(x, a, p). By Lemma 2.2, 
q4(x) 0 v)~(x) and hence, using Lemma 2.4(iii), 
I-I x’ I-I x= I-I x ass(x, a, p) mod p 
O<x<p-1.92W) o<x<p-1*4%(X) o~x$P-l,~~w) 
= 
n a(x) mod p, 
O<x~p-l,qh(x) 
where ti denotes the constant function with value a. We also have q,(x) o 
x = x0 v x = p - x0. Therefore, ( * ) becomes 
l-I x=xo*(p-X0)’ fl a(x) mod p. 
o<xip-l,cp(x) O<xQp-l,%p,(x) 
Now note that there is an 6:-bijection between the sets A = { 1 < x < p - 1: 
ass(x,a,p)~x},B={1~x~p-1:ass(x,a,p)>x}.SinceAuB={1,...,p-1}- 
{x0, p - x0}, card(A) = card(B) = (p - 3)/2 and so 
l-I 
o<x<p-I,++) 
x = _ a.a(P-3)/2 modp = _ % .a(Pe1)12 modp, 
0 
as required. 
Case 2: (a/p) = - 1, i.e. a is a quadratic non-residue of p. Then we may repeat the 
argument above to obtain the required congruence - the basic difference is that we 
omit the predicate ql(x) so that card(A) = card(B) = (p - 1)/2. 17 
Corollary 2.8. (i) IS: t- “For any odd prime p and a not divisible by p: 
(ii) I&‘: I- (Wilson’s theorem, i.e.) “For any prime p: 
(p - l)! = - 1 mod p”. 
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Theorem 2.9 (Gauss’s lemma). IS: F “Fur any odd prime p and a not divisible by p, 
a 0 i = ( - i)“, 
where m = card(x : 1 d x < (p - I)/2 such that rem(ax, p) > (P - 1)/2)“. 
Proof. We work in I&‘:, in a way similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.7. So let 
q(x) be x = x, fpI(x) be the predicate 1 < rem(ax,p) < (p - 1)/Z and q&x) be the 
predicate rem(ax,p) > (p - 1)/2. Then, by Lemma 2.4, 
l-I xi(x) = n xii(x). I-I ui(x) 
O<XG cp- 1)/2,dX) o<x< (p-l)/2*yr,(x) O<X$ (p-1)/2,4%P,(x) 
=; l-l XG(X)~( - 1)” I-I r(x) mod p f*) 
o<x< (p-l)JZ,Ip,(xf o<x 6 tp- 1)/2.(P,W 
(by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5) 
where 
r(x) = p - rem(ax,p) and m = card{1 < x <(p - 1)/Z: 
p > rem(wpf > (p - lf/2). 
We define the b2 permutation 
g:jx:l <xd(p- 1)/2) -+ (x: 1 < x d fp - 1)/2f 
s(x, a) = 
i 
rem(ax,p) if n(x), 
44 if v2W. 
Then by Lemma 2.4(iv) we have 
n xti(x) = n g(x, a) mod P 
o<x+3(P-1)/2.mI(x) o<x< (p-l)/2,lo,(x) 
and so from (*) we obtain 
n xiqx) = ( - 1)” II r(x). ff 63(x, a) 
0 <X 4 (P - 1 v2. rpw o<x< tp- 1)/2.%fXf o<x< (p- l)/Z‘P,fX) 
=(-1)” n s(x, a) (by 2.4(i)) 
o<x< tp- 1)/2.eW 
=(-1)” D fs o g _ 1 f(x) (by 2.W)) 
o<x=G (p-it/2.co’W 
=(-I)” I-j x mod p, 
o<xc (p-lV2.(o~x) 
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From ( * ) and ( * * ) we deduce that m = 1 1 4 i ~ fp,2l [qi/pl mod 2. So, by Theorem 2.9, 
P 4 00 4 P = ( - 1)’ mod 2, where r = 
Hence (p/q) (q/p) = ( - l)(pP l”q- r)j4, by Lemma 2.6. 0 
We finish this section with a remark. Our proof is not very satisfactory, in view of 
the fact that it uses several g2 functions. So a natural question is whether or not the 
main result can be obtained by using only one or two such functions, assuming 
perhaps some combinatorial principle; e.g. can we prove Theorem 2.1 using only 
exponential modulo p and the &z-pigeonhole principle? 
3. Bertrand’s postulate 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. ZAO(q K) t V.x 3p(prime(p) A x < p < 2x). 
To prove it we will follow the approach of Chebychev, a sketch of which is the 
following (see [6, Section 9.3A]). Let K, sl/, 0 be the functions 
K(x) = 1 logn, Ii/(x) = 1 k3P, O(x) = 1 1% P. 
O<n<x pa < x, p prime p < x, p prime 
Given x, to show that there is a prime x d p < 2x, it suffices to show that 
8(2x) - O(x) > 0. (*) 
One way to prove ( *) is via lower and upper bounds for e(x). But $(x)= 
w4 + ok/ 1 g 1 x o x , so finding bounds for e(x) means finding such for 1,5(x). 
Since K(x) = log([x]!) = CO<mGx $(x/m), by the Mobius inversion formula one 
obtains 
Using now K(x) = x log x - x + O(log x), we deduce $(x) = O(x), i.e. we only get an 
upper bound. So Chebychev thought of replacing (f ) by Z(x) = CL= 1 ad K (x/d), where 
a,, E R, d = 1 , . . . , r. Assuming xi= 1 ad/d = 0, we deduce 
z(x) = Ax + O(log x), where i = - i (ad log d)/d. 
d=l 
o<~cx$(x/~) A(m) = Ax + Wag 4, 
. 
(**) 
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which replaces Co < m $ x $(x/m) = x log x - x + O(log x), the advantage being that 
the term x logx has been replaced by the smaller term Ax - this will have been 
achieved by changes of sign due to A(m). Now one can use ( * * ) to obtain lower and 
upper bounds for rl/(x). One choice of a,% that works is al = 1, a2 = a3 = ff6 = - 1, 
a4 = a5 = 0. 
Now we proceed to details. We work inside an arbitrary model of I&, for some 
fixedaEM-(O,i,Zj,nEN-(Of( a, n will be chosen explicitly later). We write log x 
for the function log* x defined in Section 1. In connection with the results in Section 1 
that concern Woods’s function as well as all the lemmas that will follow, we note that 
(i) they hold for any a, n as above and 
(ii) the constants implicit in the O-terms are “‘absolute”, i.e. they do not depend 
on a,n. 
First we define the g2 functions needed for the sequel; the definitions for K, K can be 
turned into defining axioms in an obvious way: 
(a) ~(0) = 0, 
n(x ’ 1) = n(x) $- 
1 if x + 1 is a prime, 
0 otherwise 
(b) e(X) = Cl < i<<d (7C(Ui+i) - 7C(Ui)) lOg(Ui.1) + (n(X) - 7’C(Ud) log% where Ul, . . . ,Ud 
is the list of points u < x in M at which log(u -I- 1) > log u. The sum above exists by 
Theorem 1.5, as it is of the form C I $ icd aj, where (Ui)i Q iid is a bounded and do(n)- 
definable sequence of loga~thmic length - note that the presence of the new function 
symbol a does not affect the essence of this theorem. 
(c) $(x) = c 1 g i 6 [log, x] 19( [xi”]), where [xl”] is the integer part of the ith root of x, 
that is 
[x'q = y tj. y' < x < (y + 1)‘. 
(d) We define K recursively with respect o m: 
K(x, 0) = 0, 
Kfx, m + 1) = K(x,m) + 
$f[x/(m + 1)]) if m + 1 G x, 
o 
otherwise. 
Finally, we let K(x) = K(x, x). 
Remark. By Definition 3 in Section 1, we can define K(x) directly in a A&) way. 
However, if we do this, then we have to prove the relationship between K and rJ/. 
Unfortunately, we are unable to do this; this is the reason why we have defined K by 
means of II/. 
From now on we work in an arbitrary model A4 of f&&c, K), with a, n as before. We 
have to check that the functions B, $, K correspond to the standard ones; in particular, 
we have to show that K(x) = Co <n c x logn, which is essential for our proof. 
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Lemma 3.2. For any x E M, 0(x + 1) = O(X) + (X(X + 1) - K(X)) bg(x + I). 
Proof. Let u ,,...,u,bethelistofpointst~~x+linMatwhichlog(u+l)>logu. 
Then, by definition, 
0(X + 1) = 1 (7c(Uj+ 1) - 7T(Uj)) lOg(Uj+ 1) + (x(X + 1) - 7C(Ud)) lOg(X + 1). 
l<j<d 
(1) If o,, < x, then, by the definition of ul, . . . , I’d, log(x + 1) = log x and so 
o(x) = C (n(Uj+ 1) - n(uj)) log(Uj+ 1 I + (n(X) - n(od)) logx 
1 <j<d 
= 0(x + 1) - (?$x + 1) - n(x)) log(x + 1). 
(2) If ud = x, then 
O(x) = 2 (n(Uj+ 1) - n(“j)) l”g(uj+ 1) 
1 <j<d 
= 0(x + 1) - (71(x + 1) - n(x)) log(x + 1). Cl 
Lemma 3.3. For any x E M, 
$(x + 1) = $4x) + 
log p if x + 1 = some power of a prime p, 
1 <i$[log,x] 
Claim. @[x1”]) = O([(x + l)“‘])for i > 1 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, it suffices to prove 7c([x”‘]) = z([(x + l)“‘]). Suppose q is 
prime such that [xl”] < q < [(x + l)“‘]. Then qi d x + 1 < (q + 1)’ and hence, by 
the hypothesis about x + 1, qi < x, so that q < [xiii], contradiction. 0 
so 
$(x + 1) = e(x + 1) + 1 e([xq 
2<i<[log,x] 
= log(x + 1) + Ii/(x) (by Lemma 3.2 and definition of II/). 
(c) x + 1 = pjr\ j > 1, p prime. Then, for all primes q # p and i 2 1, if qi < x + 1, 
then qi < x. Also for 1 d i fj if pi d x + 1 then pi < x. Hence, by Lemma 3.2 again, 
e([xq = e([tx + l)‘“]) for all i #j 
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and 
e( [x1”]) + logp = O( [(x + 1)i’j-j). 
So if [log,(x + l)] = [log, x], then 
+(x + 1) = c e([(x + l)“‘]) = It/(x) + logp 
1 6 i ~2 [log, x] 
and if [log,(x + l)] = [log, x] + 1, that is x + 1 = 2j, then 
4% + 1) = 1 e( [(x + l)“‘]) + e(2) = Ii/(x) + log 2. 
l<i$j-1 
(d) x + 1 # some power ofa prime. Then, using Lemma 3.2, it is easy to prove that 
O([(x + l)“‘]) = e([xq for all i G [log,(x + l)] = [log,x]. 
So, by definition, $(x) = I/(X + 1). 0 
Lemma 3.4. For any x, m E M, m # 0, 
if mix + 1 and (x + 1)/m = some power of a prime p, 
otherwise. 
Proof. If m/x + 1, then [(x + 1)/m] = [x/m] + 1 so the lemma follows by Lemma 3.3. 
If m’+,x + 1, then [(x + 1)/m] = [x/m] and so the equality holds trivially. 0 
Lemma 3.5. For any x,m E M, x 2 1, dejine a>(~, m) = K(x, m) - K(x - 1,m). Then 
(1) v(x,m + 1) = Hx,m) 
if m + 1 lx and x/(m + 1) = some power of a prime p, 
otherwise. 
(2) If x = pbfor some b > 1 and prime p, then q(x) = q(x, x) = b logp. 
(3) Let 1 d rl < rz < x such that r1r2 < x and (rl,rz) = 1. If m < rlrz, then 
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Proof. (1) q(x,m + 1) - CJ?(x,m) = K(x,m + 1) - K(x,m) - (K(x - 1,m + 1) - K(x 
- 1,~)) (by definition of K) = li/([x/(m + l)]) - $([(x - 1)/m + l)]), so the for- 
mula follows by Lemma 3.4. 
(2) Let x = pb for some prime p and 6 2 1. Then, using (l), we can prove by 
induction on n < p* that q(p*, n) = ([log, n] + l)logp, so q(x) = (p(x, x - 1) = 
b log p. 
(3) By induction on r < rlrz we show that 
The case r = 0 is clear. Suppose that the formula is true for k + 1 = rl r2 - r. Then we 
have to prove 
Claim. 
if k/r1 and k = some power of a prime p, 
otherwise. 
Proof. Assume there exists t such that tlr, and [r,/(k + l)] < t < [t-,/k]. Then 
k < r, /t < k + 1, contradiction; so there is no such 1. By induction on z, it is now easy 
to prove that 
V(rr9[&])=9(rI.z) forall[&]<z<r!$]. 
But by (11, 
if k/r1 and k = some power of a prime p, 
otherwise. 
So the required formula follows. 0 
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Similarly, we obtain the same equality for rz and rl r2. So ( * ) is equivalent o 
log p if klri rz, k = power of a prime p 
0 otherwise 
log p if k]r, and k = power of a prime p, 
= 
0 otherwise 
i 
logp 
+ 0 
if k/r,, k = power of a prime p, 
otherwise, 
which is true. q 
In what follows, h is as in Definition 2 in Section 1, i.e. h = 1/2k, where k E h4 such 
that 2k- ’ < [log2 a]” < 2k. 
Lemma 3.6. For my x E M, x 2 1: p(x) = log x + 0( [log, x) h). 
Proof. Let first x = q* for some prime q and b 2 1. Then 
q(x) = b log q = 0( (b - 1) h) + log(qb) (by Proposition 1.6). 
So q(x) = log x + 0( ( [log2 x] - 1) h). Now let x # power of some prime. Let x = qb t, 
where (q, t) = 1 and q > 2 is the biggest prime divisor of x. Suppose that the lemma is 
true for all z < x. Using (3) of Lemma 3.5 we obtain q(x) = q?(q’) + q?(t), so 
co(x) = O((Clogzqbl - 1)h) + log(qb) + log l 
+ O(Clog, t3 h) = OMC log,qbl + [log, rl)) + log x 
= logx + O(h[log,x]). 0 
Lemma 3.7. For all x E M, x > h - 2, 
K(x) = xlogx -x + O(x[log,x]h). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, we have K(x) = K(x - 1, x) + log x + 0( [log, x] h). So 
K(x) = K(x - 1) + logx + O([log,x]h). 
Using this we can prove by induction that 
K(x) = c logi + O(x[log,x] h). 
l$iCX 
The result follows by Proposition 1.7. cl 
Now define Z(X,Y) = K(x,Y) - K(C@l, CYPI) - K(CxI31, [y/31) - K(Cx/W, 
[y/6]) and Z(x) = Z(x, x). 
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Lemma 3.8. There is a constant A >, 4, which depends on a, n, such that for any x E M, 
x > h-‘: 
Z(x) = lx + O(x[log, x] h). 
Proof. By Proposition 1.6, for all x 3 6 we have 
log(x/2) + log 2 = log x + O(h), 
log(x/3) + log 3 = log x + O(h), 
log(x/6) + log6 = logx + O(h). 
Using these equations and the previous lemma we can easily prove that 
Z(x) = Ax + O(x[log, x] h), where A = $ (3 log 2 + 2 log 3 + log 6). 
Lemma 3.9. Let x E M, x > h-‘, and y = 6[x/6]. Then for z < y, 
[UYAZ + 111) if rem(z + 1,6) = 1 or 5, 
Z(y, z + 1) = Z(y,z) + 0 if rem(z + 1,6) = 2 or 3 or 4, 
- 2$([y/(z + l)]) if rem(z + 1,6) = 0. 
Proof. Just note that 
so we have to look at rem(z + 1,6) to see what Ic/ terms are left after taking the 
difference Z( y, z + 1) - Z( y, z). 0 
Corollary 3.10. For x, y as in Lemma 3.9, 
(i) Z(Y,Y) 2 Z(Y, 6) a $(Y) - NY/~). 
(ii) +(Y) + N_YPI) = Z(Y,~) 3 Z(y,y + 5) = z(y,y). 
Proof. Using the previous lemma, we can show that for 1 G n < [x/6], 
- 
6(n-yl)+6])~~([6(n-yl)+5])~~([6(n-yl)+6])~ 
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Hence, using induction, we obtain Z(y,&) 2 Z(y,(i(n - 1)) 2 ‘.. > Z(y,6), from 
which (if follows. In the same way we can prove that for 1 6 n < [x/6], 
+$ 
Y Y 
6([x/6] - n + 1) 6([x/6] - n + 1) + 5 
Thus, Z(y, 6( [x/6] - n) + 5) 2 +.. 2 Z(y, y + 5) and (ii) follows. 0 
Lemma 3.11. For any x E M, x 2 h -2, 
3 Ix + 0(x [log, x] h) 2 t&x) 2 jj Ix + 0(x [log, x] h). 
Proof. Using the previous corollary and Lemma 3.8 we obtain, for y = 6[x/6], 
Z(x) = Ix + O(x[log, xl h) 2 $(Y) - vW6). 
But, by definition, logx < ([log, x] + l)log2 and, by Lemma 3.3, 
l/(x) < $(y) + log(y + 1) + 2log2 + log3 + log(y + 5). 
so 
tl/(x) = HYf + ofClw2xllog2) = $fY) + 0mx2x1). 
Using this we finally obtain 
ix + O(xClog,xl h) 2 $(x) - G/6). 
Now, replacing x by x/6, x162, .. . , x/6r’os6X1 and summing up the resulting inequalities, 
we obtain the first inequality of the Lemma. From tl/(y) + $([y/6]) > Z(y) and 
Z(y) = Z(x) + O(x[log, x]h) we obtain $(x) > - I,& [x/S]) + Ix + O(x[log, x] h) 
so that $(x) > g Ax + O(x[log, x] h). 17 
Lemma 3.12. For any x E M, x 3 hW2: $(x) = 0(x) + O([&] [log, xl). 
Proof. By definition, 
(*I 
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so Ii/(x) 3 O(x). Also, using Lemma 3.2, we can prove by induction that 
O(x) < n(x)logx. So for all i >, 3, 
O([$], = O([ $]logx) = O([ ~][log,xJlog2) = O([ 3J[;c][logzx]). 
Hence 
1 @C;//;;l) = w $1 Elog,x12). 
3 Q i 6 [log, x] 
We also have that [$I & [ $1 [log, x], because [&I z h- 1 and h will be chosen 
small enough. Therefore, using ( *), we obtain the required formula. 0 
Corollary 3.13, For any x E M, x 2 h -- 2: 
$ iix + 0(2x[log, x] h) 2 O(x) z @ i,x + 0(2x[log, x] h). 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.11, 3.12, noting that x[log, x]h 2 Etm[log, xl. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. To prove the result, it suffices to show that for any nonstandard 
M k Zd,(n, K) and any nonstandard x E M: M 13p(prime(p) A x < p < 2x). So sup- 
pose we work inside a nonstandard M k I&(rc, K), given an arbitrary x E M - N. 
Take a = x, n = 2 and Z3 the largest integer implicit in the 0 terms in all previous 
lemmas - recall that all such constants do not depend on a,n. 
Then x 2 hb2 and so, by Corollary 3.13, 
8(2x) - 0(x) > +j iEx + 0(4x[log, 2x] h) - g Lx + 0(2x[log2 x] h) 
= & Ix + O( 10x [log, x] h). 
We claim that 6(2x) - 6(x) > 0. To show this, it suffices to show that 
& > 10B [log, x] h. Since L 3 t, it suffices to show that & > 10B [log, x] h, or by the 
definition of h, & [log, x]” > lOB[log, x]. But the last inequality clearly holds, so 
@(2x) - 8(x) > 0, as required. f7 
Remarks. (i) The conjecture of Woods (see [7]) that 
I&(n) F “There exist arbitrarily large primes” 
still remains open, as we do not know whether I( (as defined here) is a do(n) function. 
(ii) As mentioned in the introduction, Woods showed that 
Zd, + w-PHPd, I- “Sylvester’s theorem”, 
where w-PHP& is a weak version of the pigeonhole principle for do functions. In 
what follows, we give a very short description of his argument, replacing “Sylvester’s 
theorem” by “Bertrand’s postulate” to exhibit the difference between his approach 
and ours. In the standard case, assuming there is no prime x < p < 2x and using 
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Sylvester’s ideas, one obtains 
I: log i < O(x) + K(x) + O(x) 
x<i42x 
and 
where 
(1) 
(2) 
L(x) = K(x) - K(x/2) - K(x/3) + K(x/6). 
Using the relation K(x) = xlogx - x + O(x/logx) and (l), (2), one obtains 
(2 log2)x + O(x) < e(x) < Ax + O(x), for some A < 2 log2, which is a contradiction. 
Suppose now one tries to repeat the argument in I& + w-PHPA,. The obvious 
di~culty is that, as far as it is known, we cannot talk about B(x) in this system, so its 
presence has to be avoided. Woods achieved this by interpreting the “starred” versions 
of (1) and (2) via a construction of do, l-l comparison maps. Then he combined these 
maps to construct a new do, l-l comparison map, which corresponded to the 
inequality obtained by adding the “starred” versions of (1) and (2), thus arriving at 
a version of (2log2)x + O(x) < Ax + O(x) and hence at a contradiction. 
(iii) It seems reasonable to us that one can prove directly that 
ZA,,(n, K) I- “Sylvester’s theorem”. 
(iv) Both Woods’s result and Theorem 3.1 imply that IS: I- “Bertrand’s postu- 
late”. Another way to obtain this result is as follows: One can prove a version of the 
so-called “Selberg symmetry formula” in Z&z; as in the standard setting, the informa- 
tion about primes this formula contains can be used to derive Bertrand’s postulate (see 
[2] for details). 
The author dedicates this paper to the memory of Prof. S. Pichorides, who suggested 
the study of [3] in connection to the material in Section 2. He also thanks Dr. 
C. Dimitracopoulos for motivating his interest in the problems considered herein and 
helpful discussions, Dr. A. Wilkie for comments conferring the provability of the 
quadratic reciprocity law in weak theories and the referee for many suggestions which 
improved the readability of the paper. 
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